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Abstract- This paper presents an approach for controlling 

collision avoidance among a group of moving multi-agents such 

that they are not able to communicate with each other and 

hence, cannot share information. The basics and key features of 

our collision control algorithm are discussed to include practical 

examinations. Our approach is based on multi-agent systems 

and help moving agents to pursue their goals using collision free 

routes. In terms of validating our solution, we plan to apply into 

a configuration set of agents located in our experimental space. 

We also explain our solution algorithm that we have developed, 

along with the examination that we subjected it to, as well as 

sketching some of the most important challenges that remain to 

be addresses in our future researches. 

 

Keywords- Multi-agents; Moving agents; Agents collision 

control; Intelligent agents; Agents decision making system. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

n one class of mobile robotics research heralded by [1], 

sets of rules are used for collision avoidance. Rules 

correspond to sensing abilities of the mobile robots. 

Assuming that each robot has abilities to detect collisions and 

can measure the distance to a colliding robot and its velocity 

in the forward direction of the avoiding robot, the following 

two rules are used. In these rules, the robot can know the 

location of the colliding robot by using sensors for detecting 

collisions and can judge whether it is approaching or leaving 

by measuring its velocity. At first, the robot will attempt to 

apply the rules without communications. If the rules do not 

apply because of an environmental restriction, the robot stops 

and starts communicating to determine a way out of the 

deadlock.  

 

(1) If the colliding robot is located in front and near and it is 

approaching, then avoid it from the left. 

 

(2) If the colliding robot is located in front and near and it is 

departing, then stop locomotion for predetermined time 

duration.  

 
When rules are not applicable, in another class of mobile 

robotics research, collision avoidance is a negotiated activity 

between pairs of robots that have potential collisions. During 

the message exchange of warning and its reply, priorities of 

each robot are reported to each other. Mobile Robot 1 detects 

the collision, and after it takes into account the priorities, it 

determines if it is reasonable for robot 1 to avoid collision 

due to high priority. If robot 2 detects the collision, reverse 

processes are executed. If the priority of robot 2 is found to 

be higher than robot 1 as a result of negotiation, robot 1 sends 

to robot 2 a declaration to proceed instead of a command to 

wait for robot 1. Then, robot 2 moves to avoid collision and 

sends a command to restart to robot1. Alternatively, the 

coordination algorithm is useful when groups of robots move 

in opposite directions and while navigating or when a 

specific region is a target for many robots, in particular [9]. 

The main goal in the coordination algorithm is that it forces 

robots to wait while the other robots continue to move to 

their target, and then allows the remaining robots to move. 

Consequently, with this coordination, the congestion problem 

will be decreased, and at the same time, the percentage of 

reaching robots to their target will be increased. We used a 

version of this priority scheme in an earlier paper [6]. 

There have been several attempts to use human behavior as 

inspiration. Human inspired methodology is summarized in 

the following three steps [8]. 

 

(1) Keep your direction and velocity of motion if there is 

minor possibility of a collision. 

 

(2) Else, if a major possibility of a collision exists, and there 

are no ways to manoeuver around it; then, stop to let the 

other person to continue to move in their direction and 

velocity, 

 

(3) Else, if a possibility of a collision exists, and there is a 

way to manoeuver around it; then Change your direction 

of movement with slightly changing speed to around the 

other person, and joining back to your original path of 

motion. 

 

The strategy proposed in this paper is also largely human 

inspired and it can be applied to robots in crowded 

environments. We begin by an outline of conditions and 

premises in section 2. We then examine a magnified scenario 

of encounters between a pair of individuals in collision sites 

in section 3.  Spiral orbits as a strategy for collision aversion 

is discussed in section 4. Experimental results are discussed 

in section 5 followed by conclusions in section 6.   
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II. CONDITIONS AND PREMISES 

There are several terms and conditions that need to be 

considered in regards to developing a suitable strategy that is 

able to avert collisions among multiple moving agents as they 

move toward their goals located in a site. There are two 

entities available on our two dimensional space; agents and 

goals. 

 

Below, we outline the most important features that are 

directly and indirectly pertinent for elaborating our solution.   

 

(1) Agents can be located at arbitrary position on our feasible 

two dimensional spaces. There are limitations on their 

numbers; however, the total number of agents at any 

cycle of experiment will not exceed the total number of 

goals. Our experimental space, has the following default 

criteria      {             }     {     }    {          }    {          } { 岫   岻    | 岫       岻      } , where       and    present 

experimental cycles, agents and goal respectively. 

 

(2) There is a one to one correspondence between agent 

groups and the goal collection, which means that each 

goal will be assigned to a unique, single agent. As a 

matter of course, each agent maintains its goal during 

cycles of experimentation. This is captures in the 

mapping                                                                           ;  岫  岻    . 
 

(3) Each agent starts moving at any time during the 

experiment.   {                }   (           )               , where       , is the start time for    . In 

other words, there is no common time for each agent to 

start moving toward its goal within experiment cycles.  

 

(4) All agents are assumed to have the same uniform size 

and shape as pointed out in many other sources such as 

[2], [5], [11]. 

 

(5) Each agent has its own distinctive communication 

protocol; however they are all use the same collision 

control method to handle collision sites, if occurred. As a 

matter of fact, as opposed to  those who employ a 

method of communications among multiple moving 

agents for their verifications, such as [2], [5], we 

assumed that agents do not have any connection to each 

other and hence are not able to disseminate information 

among themselves during a period of experiment. 

 

(6) Moving toward goals is not necessarily bounded on a 

straight path, which means, each agent is able to select a 

route with any speed based on the situation.  

 

(7) Goals can be located at any arbitrary location in two-

dimensional space; however, they cannot be relocated 

and changed their positions during each cycle of an 

experiment. Agents know their exact location as well as 

their goal locations;     { 岫   岻   (     ) } where 

 岫   岻 is the coordinate of the agent and  (     )  is the 

coordinate of the goal location. Each agent is capable of 

calculating its location and also its corresponding goal 

location at any needed time during each experimental 

cycle. An effectual way to achieve this goal is to equip 

agents with a vision sensor device which is already 

demonstrated in former publications such as optical 

motion planning mapping in [7], [10], or motion sensor 

themselves that are presented in [4], [3] and [12]. 

III.   COLLISION SITE 

Each agent is able to recognize a limit site (i.e., a region) 

located in front of its vision sensor, which is computed by    ∫ ∫        ∫ ∫  ̃  ̃  ̃  ∫             , and based on 

that, it decides and determines the best possible path toward 

its goal at any time. In this formula,   and   denote 

maximum vision depth and vision range angle for each agent 

vision sensor, respectively. We define a collision site form, if 

an agent detects another agent in its vision site range. In such 

situations, orientations of those agents participating to form 

collision sites are not taken into account. Figure 1 shows a 

prototypical collision site.  
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Fig 1.    detects    on its vision site 岫   岻, and hence 

collision site 岫   岻 is formed 

 

All agents that are forming such collision sites will use 

our solution as a potential collision control strategy to enter 

and exit those sites. The process of handling a collision site 

consists of two phases. The first phase is forming a distance 

set      {    岫   岻      岫   岻   }, where     岫   岻 , 
indicates distance  between    and   . The second phase is to 

form the smallest circular area that contains the agent that has 

the nearest distance from     where both agents located on the 

perimeter of it. For instance,   , forms 岫   岻  岫   岻    , where x, y, l, k, and r, are coordinates for     
and    respectively, if  (     )           岫   岻       岫   岻  .   , then starts moving toward a temporary 

expansion spiral route computed by        , where   

indicates the base of natural logarithms, and p and q are 

parametric positive real constant values respectively, as polar 

coordinates, 岫   岻  shown as    ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ route, in Figure 2, around a 

virtual collision site circle formed by    and   . We present 

our general path finder solution along with relative formulas 

in next section.  
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Fig 2. Collision site formed between   ,   , and   , once    detected   , and    on its vision site.    hence, starts moving on    ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ route 

IV.   COLLISION AVOIDENCE USING VIRTUAL 

EXPANSION SPIRAL ORBIT SOLUTION 

In this paper, we concentrated on developing a strategy, 

which is capable of preventing a group of agents to strike 

each other while moving toward their goals. In order to 

achieve our objective, we developed an algorithm that each 

agent in our experimental space uses to determine the safest, 

short route at each decision making cycle. This consists of 

two general strategies that will be used in each presumed 

situation. The path finder algorithm determines a straight line 

connecting path as the shortest route toward agent goal 

during the times that agent is not causing or participating in 

formation of collision sites. The algorithm, however, will 

determine an expanding spiral path as a temporary route 

when the agent is still located in the collision site, in terms of 

preventing  potential collisions among moving agents in our 

two dimensional space. Robots follow those temporary routes 

until exiting from those collision sites successfully. By 

analogy, this is a virtual, pivoting dance step between two 

agents in the collision sites. State diagram in Figure 3 

demonstrates general strategies that we used in our route 

finder algorithm solution. 

 
Fig 3. State graph of our path finder solution 

 

Our path finder algorithm including collision avoidance 

solution inside is shown in Algorithm 1. 

 

 

Algorithm 1. Path finder algorithm 

 

1. Initialize your current location. 

2. Initialize your assigned goal location. 

3. Recognize and analyze around yourself by using your 

vision sensor to determine your current status. 

4. If distance from your goal is 0, then end. (     岻  
5. If collision site detected, then jump to step 9. 

6. Adjust your direction toward your goal. 

7. Move toward goal for one scale. 

8. Jump to step 3. 

9. Form a group of all agents that are in your vision site, 

virtually. 

10. Calculate distance to each agent from your current 

coordinates. 

11. Form a circle virtually crossing between you and the 

nearest agent in your vision site. 

12. Move toward expansion spiral path around nearest virtual 

circle, formed in previous step for one scale. 

13. Jump to step 3. 

 

We assumed two sets in our two dimension experimental 

space;   {          }, and   {          }, where A, 

and G are agents and goals set, respectively. Agents know 

their assigned goal initially,             岫     岻   , 

where I indicates a one to one correspondence pairs between 

agent set and goal set. Initially, each agent knows its exact 

coordinates along with its assigned goal location at the 

beginning of experimental cycle.    {  岫  岫   岻    (     ) 岻   岫  岫   岻    (     ) 岻     岫  岫   岻    (     ) 岻} 
Agents start moving toward their goals at random times. 

Each agent    , at the beginning of the process of movement;     ,    evaluates the environment around by analysing data 

obtained from its vision sensor. This strategy helps them to 

determine their situation and hence adjust their path 

accordingly. For instance,    is able to analyze the surface 

of       ∫           , as its vision site, captured from its 

vision sensor at any arbitrary time during movement toward 

its goal. ⋂                , indicates that there is no 

agent participating to form any collision site and hence    
concludes to move toward its goal through by            岫        岻   岫        岻  岫      岻, where 岫     岻 and 岫       岻 denote the position of a sample agent and goal on 

two dimension space respectively.  (     )    (       )        , however, indicates there is at least one 

collision site for   , and hence it should alter its path through 

a temporal expansion spiral route. Those agents are located in 

collision site; follow these temporary spiral routes, until 

exiting from those sites. During the process of moving out 

from collision sites, agents continue analysing their 

environment around to detect any new agents into their 

current collision sites and hence, form a new temporary path 

based on the agent that maintains the nearest distance from 

them, in order to adjust their route, as it expressed in the 

collision site section. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The presented path finder algorithm, explained in the 

previous section, was implemented and tested with an 

experimental scenario. In this section, we illustrate and 

examine our algorithm along with the relative results and 

analysis. In this experiment, our system is used to plan 

avoiding collision among a group of 6 agents moving toward 
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their goals, in our two dimensional experiment space. They

are not able to communicate with to one another during the

experiment; however, they are all using the same strategy to

find and correct their path into their goals. This scenario is

formed by arranging agents and goals in space,  randomly,

with  considering  assigning  the  farthest  possible  goals  in

terms of distances, to agents. This type of distributing agents

and goals on the experimental site,  leads to increasing the

possibility of facing agents to more into collision sites, and

hence, using our collision avoidance strategy as much as it

possible. Figure 4 shows the positions of agents and goals on

our experimental space. 

Fig 4. Agents and goals distribution on experimental site

Each agent is assigned a unique number in order to be rec-

ognized by other agents during the experiment. In addition,

there is a one to one correspondence relationship between

agents and goals. In other words, each agent in agent set is

assigned the same number goal in goal set. During the cycle

of experiment, we collected many key features such as, the

times of start moving toward goals by agents, as well as the

times of reaching goals, along with the total number of colli-

sion sites and virtual circles that each agent is face during the

experiment, shown in the following Table 1.

TABLE 1. 
RESULTS TABLE OF AGENTS MOVEMENT TOWARD THEIR GOALS

(ai,gi) ∆Tai csi vci ∆Tgi

(1,1) 0 7 5 196
(2,2) 2 9 8 314
(3,3) 4 4 2 88
(4,4) 6 8 6 264
(5,5) 8 5 3 165
(6,6) 10 6 5 211

We also collected the times of entering and exiting colli-

sion sites for each agent, during the experiment, as shown in

the Table 2.

Results depicted in Table 2, show significant differences

for ∆T g , for agents that encountered a larger number of

collision sites. In other words, each collision site, based on

its situation, and the total number of agents that participate in

forming  it,  can  potentially  cause  a  significant  delay  for

agents to reach their goals. This is because, agents that are

located in collision sites, change their normal behaviour to

choose their paths based on following the shortest possible

routes,  to  a  temporary paths  which forms based  on  other

agents participating to a same collision site, in order to han-

dle, and hence, exiting from them. We observed no collisions

among agents meaning they were able to reach their goals

successfully, during the experiment. 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a solution to prevent collision

among a group of moving agents toward their specific goals.

Our demonstrated algorithm is able to analyse the informa-

tion gathered by equipped vision sensors, in order to decide

the  best  possible  route,  in  terms  of  safety  and  collision

avoidance  during  the  time of  attempting to  reach  to  their

goals. We assumed our agents are not able to communicate

and hence do not share details of their environment among

one another. Our solution, thus, is able to help our agents to

decide and routing toward their goals independently.

Our approach is able to control collision among moving

agents into their goals successfully, however, using it, causes

agents to have a significant delay before reaching their goals.

These delays, depend of the total number of collision sites

that each agent involves during the time of pursuing goals

can substantially increase the cost of time. Future works in-

cludes optimizing our solution, in terms of minimizing the

cost of time needed for agents to handle and exit collision

sites.
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